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Is Grid Computing Ready
for Prime Time?

By  Ma r y  E . S h a c k l e t t

SINCE
2001, IBM and other technology leaders have been
talking about the concept of “grid computing”—a

means by which disparate computer resources over a widely dis-
tributed network might be optimized for best results in communica-
tions, applications and data. The term “grid” was originally derived
from the electrical power grid that serves most of us at home and at
work. In this grid, resources can be rerouted on demand, and
failover events in the power grid can also be mitigated through
seamless rerouting.

The goal has been to do the same with computing resources, with
the goals of improving return on investment for enterprises in com-
puter hardware, software, licensing, staff time, and repercussions from
system outages.

Virtually no enterprise exclusively operates on hardware and soft-
ware from a single-source vendor today. This is why it has been crucial
that IBM, Sun, Microsoft, Oracle and other key players work together
on grid computing initiatives and standards. These organizations have
indeed been very active in grid standards-forming forums and initia-
tives such as OGSA (Open Grid Services Architecture), the Globus
Project and the Enterprise Grid Alliance (EGA), a consortium of 30
technology vendors.

But is grid computing ready for prime time?
This article discusses the concept of the grid, the enterprise deliver-

ables that technology companies foresee, and the possible impact of a
grid direction on enterprise IT and the IBM zSeries.

WHAT EXACTLY IS THE GRID, AND WHAT
DOES IT DO?

The goal of grid computing is to virtualize processing, network
bandwidth and storage capability, regardless of platform, into a single
system image with a 360-degree perspective on everything that is going
on. The grid concept uses a set of evolving industry standards to
accomplish this, and this set of standards is known as the Open Grid

Services Architecture. IBM and other technology players have
embraced the grid as a way to bring computing depth to the inter-con-
necting communications structure that the Internet already equips com-
panies with—because grid computing will theoretically allow
inter-organizational collaboration, resource management and resource
sharing—with a goal of better reliability and return on investment.
Better reliability will come from the ability of the grid to self-heal and
redirect itself for continuous operation when systems or components
fail. Better returns on investment will derive from two principle areas:

� The grid’s ability to increase or decrease computing resources
“on demand,” with a more “pay as you go” pricing structure in
place for the organizations using this grid; and

� The grid’s ability to self-administer, self-heal, self-manage and
self-protect itself, thereby lessening the reliance on day to day
technical support and intervention by IT staff.

The term “grid” was chosen as an analogy with an electric power grid
because like electrical power, a computing grid will enable software appli-
cations to integrate instruments, displays and computational resources that
are managed by diverse organizations in widespread locations.

In this sense, the grid is a natural evolution of the Internet, and a nat-
ural evolution of what has been occurring over the past 20 years.
Networks have interconnected enterprises, academia, associations,
consortiums, and governments. This interconnection has engaged het-
erogeneous resources that can exist anywhere. Within this heteroge-
neous assembly of computing resources, grid computing is a natural
progression—and the zSeries will be a prominent data repository and
transaction processing platform within it.

THE ZSERIES ROLE IN THE GRID

It is easy to see why the zSeries would continue to form a major cor-
nerstone for the grid, given the oft-quoted fact that over 70 percent of
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critical enterprise data resides on the z. At the same time, it is impor-
tant to note that IBM’s own work in what it terms “autonomic comput-
ing” actually originated on the zSeries platform, and is being
systematically extended to other computing resources as well.

In its original zSeries work, IBM chose the word “autonomic” as an
analogy to the body’s autonomic nervous system, which allows a
majority of bodily functions to continue to “process” without con-
scious intervention from the brain. In the autonomic computing that
was first pioneered on the zSeries platform, this has meant a continu-
ous evolution of hardware and software that can operate in a hetero-
geneous computing environment without, or with dramatically
reduced, manual intervention.

The primary autonomic computing functions operate in the areas of
self-configuration, self-healing, self-optimization and self-protection
of system resources. This system self-management is designed to
incorporate system management best practices, and to reduce the
amount of technical support effort that is dedicated to the system in the
areas of routine daily functions.

Functional automation and the direction toward grid computing were
substantiated by research conducted by IBM that indicated 40 percent
of computer system outages were caused by operator error. IBM went
on to say that this was not because of poorly trained computer opera-
tors, but “because the complexities of today’s computer systems are too
difficult to understand, and IT operators and managers are under pres-
sure to make decisions about problems in seconds (IBM Systems
Journal, Vol. 42, No. 1, 2003).”

For the zSeries, the autonomic initiative addresses several key issues:

� Enterprise return on investment and cost to run mainframes will
be bettered by system self-intervention. This system self-
intervention helps to free technical support and computer
operations resources and will, in theory, reduce mainframe
downtime and technical trouble-shooting.

� Although IBM is now actively working with over 125
universities around the world to train and rebuild a future zSeries
workforce, there is an immediate shortage of mainframe skills
that will continue to be in demand in enterprises for years to
come. Adding the mainframe and other self-governing computer
resources to the “staff” helps to address the immediacy of this
skills shortage.

HAS EVERYONE AGREED ON THE GRID?

For grid computing to thrive, those participating in it have to agree.
In short, industry standards are needed to support both autonomic and
grid computing.

OGSA (Open Grid Services Architecture), a grid standards initiative,
is backed by the major IT industry players. Work on OGSA was first
started in 2001 as a research and development program focused on cre-
ating an OGSA-based toolkit. The OGSA defines standard mechanisms
for creating, managing and discovering services. It also specifies vari-
ous protocols that support accessing services, and it uses Web services
protocols to reinvent a new distributed computing model that leverages
off the Internet. OGSA can be applied by an enterprise with a multi-
organizational grid, or to an enterprise with a need to manage distrib-
uted resources. The standard can also be applied within industries, with
multiple companies and organizations working off the same grid. In
either scenario, work efforts on grid computing and OGSA are creating

new technology architectures for enterprises and for entire industries.
There is widespread cooperative effort in the areas of systems manage-
ment and security; management policies; protocols for transferring
management policies to network devices; network device routing poli-
cies; and access control and authentication policies. This cooperation
between major players on grid computing standards is moving every-
one toward an autonomic computing environment on a grid, populated
by self-managing systems, networks and network components that can
serve multiple enterprises and organizations, or multiple distribution
points within a single enterprise.

WHERE IS GRID COMPUTING BEING USED?

IBM cites a number of case studies where grid computing is already
being used, with the zSeries as a central system in the overall enterprise
grid architecture. Examples include:

Morgan Stanley—has been migrating analytical applications to run
across a grid of Intel processor servers, resulting in a marked reduction
of processing time.

Hewitt Associates—built a grid comprised of a Linux and a
Websphere-based solution for the company’s pension modeling applica-
tion, which features the zSeries and IBM BladeCenter technologies
working in tandem with DataSynapse’s GridServer software. Transaction
costs were reduced by 90 percent without any application rewrites.

NLI Research Institute—Began a joint research project with IBM’s
Tokyo Research laboratory to reduce processing time for the com-
pany’s risk management solution using Monte Carlo simulation
through the use of grid technology. Early results indicate processing
time reduction from ten hours to 49 minutes.

LandRover—integrated middleware and other relevant applications
into a grid for clash analysis modeling of designs during pre-production.

ZJ Transportation—has aligned with over 100 transportation com-
panies across China’s Zhejiang province through a federated database
using a grid to integrate networks and information on ticket selling,
pricing and scheduling.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT FOOD FOR THOUGHT

In recent years, application development has blended server-based
development with zSeries-based deployment and distributed applica-
tion management. The combination has worked to the advantage of
many corporate IT departments, and will certainly continue in a grid
computing architecture.

However, there are “burning questions” for zSeries and IT techni-
cal support that need to be considered in advance of moving into a
grid architecture.

Is there a compelling reason to migrate to a grid?
Many organizations are satisfied with their present system deploy-

ments. The systems work. The staff is fully trained and up to speed with
the architecture and the processes. Security is where it needs to be. Is
it worth it to move to a grid computing scheme where architecture,
security, deployment, work processes, licensing and operations will all
have to be rethought?

How far away is a return on investment that everyone
can see?
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It is easy to project how organizations will save money and
resources—but is it real? Most grid computing deployments are in
proof of concept stages. Retraining staff, and redefining architecture,
policies, processes and operations take time and effort. It also costs
money. When does an enterprise begin to realize a return on investment
for these startup elements—and will the return on investment be con-
vincing for upper management?

Will end users accept grid computing?
Some organizations have encountered end user resistance to

grid computing. This resistance can be as fundamental as a
chemist not being able to see “live” test tubes (instead of data that
he simply receives off the grid). Grid computing changes system
workflows. It will most certainly affect technical support and
overall organizational workflows as well—and this impact should
not be underestimated.

How do you address licensing and chargeback costs?
The ideal “on-demand” computing environment that grid computing

is targeted to facilitate theoretically allows enterprises to increase and
decrease computing resources on demand. Today’s hardware and soft-
ware licensing fees—and the internal chargeback fees for zSeries and
other computing that technical support develops and applies—follow
other usage models. Will licensing and monthly maintenance costs be
able to be calibrated to a “per use” scenario, versus their usage levels
at utmost capacity? Vendors and technical support have to arrive at
workable solutions in this area.

CONCLUSION

There are as many questions as there are answers when it comes to
grid computing—and industry surveys indicate that few enterprises
have as yet adopted the grid as a viable approach for their overall IT
architectures. However, if you are a technical support professional pri-
marily engaged with the zSeries, grid computing is an architectural
approach that is worth keeping an eye on.

The grid’s potential of delivering self-healing, self-administering,
self-protecting and self-configuring computing on an on-demand basis,
coupled with its ability to share data across nations and organizations
with superior reliability, are too much to ignore.  
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